Type of product: Mechanical model
Intended use: Model for collectors
Series: 70
Model «Flexi-Cubus»
Scale: 1:1
SKU: 70040
Manufacturer: Ukrainian Gears LLC
Registered trademark or registered brand of manufacturer: UGEARS
Address of manufacturer: Radischeva lane, 8, 03124, Kyiv, Ukraine
Address of production: Pryestrana str. 13, 08105, Goreska, Kyiv-Svyatoshinsky district, Kyiv region, Ukraine
Age: 14+
Warning: Attention! Not for children under 14. Contains small parts!
General information: Model for self-assembly without glue (parts are pre-cut in the board and are easily removed).
Please follow the instruction manual.
Materials used: Plywood
Packing size: 183*275*5 mm
Model size: 115*40*28 mm
Number of parts: 144 pcs.